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Reb Itche der Masmid 
 

Reb Yitzchak Halevi Hurvitz, known as 

Reb Itche der Masmid, was recognized 

for his intense hasmada in learning and 

hiddur in mitzvos. He learned in Tomchei 

Temimim (the Lubavtich yeshiva 

network) and became one of the greatest 

chassidim of the Rebbe Rashab (the fifth 

Lubavitcher Rebbe) and the Frierdiker 

Rebbe (the sixth Lubavitcher Rebbe). He 

later became a shadar, traveling around 

from place to place as per the directives 

of the Frierdiker Rebbe, and had a 

profound effect on many. He was 

murdered in the holocaust al kidush 

HaShem, in Riga on the 10th of Kislev 

  .(1941) תש"ב

 

Late one evening, after one of his 

extensive journeys as a shadar, Reb Itche 

finally arrived at his host, and was 

graciously offered a meal. Reb Itche 

declined, saying that he was so tired from 

the trip, he just had no appetite, and only 

desired a room with a bed to lay down 

and sleep. The host quickly prepared a 

nice room with a comfortable bed, and 

Reb Itche entered, locking the door 

behind him.  An hour later, the owner 

passed Reb Itche’s room and noticed that 

the light was still on. He was quite 

perplexed that his chassidishe guest, who 

had claimed exhaustion, still had not 

retired for the night. A few hours elapsed, 

but looking at the crack in the door, it 

was apparent that the light was still 

burning, and so it remained until before 

day break when the light was finally put 

out.  

 

The following morning, the host 

curiously inquired of Reb Itche, 

“Yesterday, you declared you were so 

tired that you could not even eat and 

wanted to go straight to sleep, but then I 

saw that the light remained on and you 

did not retire until morning!”  

 

Reb Itche clarified, “I really was very 

tired, but what could I do? Krias Shma 

She’al Hamitah (the Bed Time Shema) 

must still be recited…”  

 

An eye witness described what took place 

when Reb Itche was killed al kidush 

Hashem: In Riga, the Nazis yms”h would  

 
(painting by Zalman Kleinman, OBM) 

 

catch the Yidden, assemble and lock them 

into a shul, and then set the shul on fire. 

Anyone trying to escape was immediately  

shot. It was on the 10th of Kislev when 

Reb Itche and Reb Chatche Feigin, the 

secretary of the Frierdiker Rebbe, along 

with a multitude of Yidden, were forcibly 

led to be burned alive. The SS soldiers 

forced many to come and watch the 

horrific scene. From the outside, Reb 

Itche was seen opening the aron 

hakodesh, taking out the Sefer Torah, and 

announcing, “We have been privileged to 

die al kidush Hashem and we must do this 

with simcha.” He put his hand on the 

shoulder of Reb Chatshe and began 

singing and dancing to the tune of the 

hakafos nigun… [the nigun of Simchas 

Torah] (reprinted from L’maan Yishme’u, 

www.lmaanyishmeu.com) 

 

Switching the View 
 

A couple of years ago, Simon Wiesenthal, 

the famed Nazi-hunter, spoke at a 

conference of European Rabbis in 

Bratislava, Slovakia. The Rabbis 

presented the 91 year old Simon 

Wiesenthal with an award, and 

Mr.Wiesenthal, visibly moved, told the 

Rabbis the following story: 

 

He related how he was in Mauthausen 

after liberation and was visited there 

by Rabbi Eliezer Silver, the head of 

the Agudat Harabanim in the United 

States, who had come to help and comfort 

the survivors. Rabbi Silver also organized 

a special service, and he invited 

Wiesenthal to join the other survivors in 

praying. Mr. Wiesenthal declined, and 

explained why. 

 

"When I was in camp, I saw many 

different types of people do things. There was 

one religious man of whom I was in awe when I 

saw that he smuggled a siddur (prayer book) 

into the camp. I was amazed that he took the 

risk of his life in order to bring thesiddur in. 

But then, the next day, to my horror, I realized 

that he was taking this siddur and renting it out 

to people in exchange for giving him their last 

piece of bread. This man was so thin, that when 

he started eating so much from the people 

renting out hissiddur, he died before everyone." 

 

Mr. Wiesenthal continued: "I was so angry with 

this Jew -- how could he take a holy siddur and 

use it to take a person's last piece of bread 

away? So I am not going to pray, if this is how 

Jews behave, if this is what they do with 

something that is supposed to be a prayer 

book." 

 

As Wiesenthal turned to walk away, Rabbi 

Silver tapped him on the shoulder and gently 

said in Yiddish, "Oy na'ar, na'ar (silly boy). 

Why do you look at the Jew who rented out 

his siddur to take away people's last meals? 

Why do you look at that bad Jew? Why don't 

you look at the dozens of Jews who gave up 

their last piece of bread in order to be able to 

use a siddur? That's faith. That's the true power 

of the siddur."  Rabbi Silver then embraced 

him. 

 

"When he said that," said Wiesenthal, "I walked 

together with him to pray." 

 

May we learn how to see the good in our 

family, community, and people. May we learn 

how to see the good in all of God's creation. 

 
(By Yosef Ben-Shlomo HaKohein, Adapted by Yrachmiel 
Tilles from shemayisrael.co.il/publicat/hazon, the website 
of the writer of this piece. Yerachmiel Tilles is the director 
of the AscentOfSafed.com and KabbalaOnline.org 
websites. His mailing list of 900+ weekly stories 
(editor@ascentofsafed.com) is now in its 19th year. 
“Saturday Night, Full Moon,” the first of a 3-volume series 
of his best stories, is now available in Tzefat at Ascent and 
KabbalaOnline-shop.com, from the publishers in 
Jerusalem, Menorah-Books.com, and in Jewish bookstores 
world-wide.) 

 

 

 

Shabbat  T imes –  Vayigash 

 Candlelighting Motze Shabbat 

Jerusalem 4:03 5:18 

Tel Aviv 4:20 5:19 

Haifa 4:10 5:17 

Beer Sheva 4:21 5:21 

 

  

 



material, is lacking that 
rightfully belongs to him. 
Such an outlook concentrates 
solely on the self, rather than 
on others. 

(R. Chanoch Henoch of Alexander) 

Here is seed for you, that you sow 
the land (Gen. 47:23) 
 
In every generation there is 
one "Joseph," a single tzadik 
(righteous person) who 
empowers and encourages all 
the members of the Jewish 
people in their service of G-
d. Nonetheless, a person 
mustn't rely on the strengths 
he receives passively, for a 
Jew must also "sow the land" 
under his own effort. 
 

(The Lubavitcher Rebbe) 

But now do not be sad...that you sold 
me here (Gen. 45:5)  
 
According to the Midrash, the 
word "now" refers to the act of 
teshuva, sincerely repenting of 
one's misdeeds and returning to 
G-d. Thus, in effect Joseph was 
saying to his brothers, "If you are 
truly intent on doing teshuva and 
regret having sold me, 'do not be 
sad' - do not allow yourselves to 
wallow in sadness. For true 
teshuva can only be attained 
through joy..." 

(Mishmeret Itamar) 

But now do not be sad...(Gen. 45:5) 
 
The emotion of sadness is 
essentially selfish, as it is derived 
from an individual's feeling that 
something, either spiritual or 

h o m e @ C h a b a d C a r d o . o r g  

The haftara for the portion of 
Vayigash states: "And David My 
servant will be king over them...and My 
servant David will be Nasi [prince] to 
them forever." As King David is 
alternately referred to as "king" and as 
"Nasi," it is important that we 
understand the difference between 
these two terms.  

Moshiach, too, is referred to as 
"David." It states in the Book of 
Ezekiel, "And they will serve the L-rd 
their G-d and David their king, whom I 
will raise up to them." This is a 
reference to King Moshiach, who is a 
descendent of King David.  

In his Laws of Kings, Maimonides 
enumerates the various functions of 
Moshiach: Moshiach will compel the 
Jewish people to follow Torah and 
mitzvot, wage the "battles of the L-rd," 
rebuild the Holy Temple in Jerusalem, 
gather the Jewish exiles, and bring the 
whole world to worship the One true 
G-d. These functions, however, are not 
specific to Moshiach, but are the role of 
any Jewish king: to elevate the status of 
Judaism, and establish righteousness 
and justice.  

At the same time, Moshiach's "job 
description" is also that of teacher. Not 
only Jews but gentiles will be guided by 
his advice and counsel, till "the entire 
world will be filled with G-d's wisdom, 
as the waters cover the sea."  

For this reason, Moshiach is also 
called "Nasi," the leader of the 
Sanhedrin (the supreme Jewish court 
and legislature), whose function was to 
teach Torah.  

As reflected in the verse in this 
week's haftara, King Moshiach will 
combine both of these aspects.  

Significantly, the Torah refers to 
Moshiach as being "king over them." A 
king is on a superior spiritual level, and 
is therefore somewhat removed from 
the rest of the people.  

relationship with the people is one of 
closeness and proximity. For this 
reason, the Torah refers to Moshiach as 
being "Nasi to them forever," rather 
than "over them."  

When Moshiach is revealed, it will 
not be necessary for him to exert that 
much effort as "king" (i.e., wage battle 
against evil), as the world will already be 
sufficiently prepared.  

His main function will be as Nasi, 
teaching and guiding the world and 
disseminating Torah. It states 
accordingly, "My servant David will be 
Nasi to them forever," as Moshiach's 
eternal reign will be characterized 
primarily by this quality. 

Adapted from the teachings of the Lubavitcher 

Rebbe; Material on this page reprinted from 

www.LchaimWeekly.org -  LYO / NYC) 

 

EXALTED INTIMACY 

 

A Nasi, by contrast, exerts an 
influence on the people 
precisely by being close to them. 
By teaching them Torah, he 
enables them to understand its 
wisdom.  

True, the Nasi is spiritually 
exalted (the word itself is 
derived from the Hebrew 
meaning elevated), but his basic 

 

THE POWER OF DANCING 
One Friday night the Baal Shem Tov was about to 

make Kiddush when he suddenly laughed out loud. In 
the middle of the Shabbat meal he laughed again, and 
a few minutes later he laughed a third time. Motzei 
Shabbat, Reb Zev Kitzes asked the Baal Shem Tov 
why he had laughed, and the tzadik replied that he 
would show him. He ordered his driver to ready the 
horses and wagon, and the entire group of disciples 
piled in for the ride. Throughout the night they 
traveled, reaching Kozhnitz at dawn. The Baal Shem 
Tov ordered that Reb Shabsai the Bookbinder be 
brought to him, and when he arrived with his wife, 
asked him what had transpired that Shabbat.  

"This past week, Friday morning rolled around 
and I did not even have enough money to buy flour. I 
asked my wife to promise me that even if the neighbors 
noticed we had no food, she would refuse to take any 
gifts. Unbeknownst to me, while cleaning the house my 
wife had found an old dress with silver buttons on the 
sleeves. She had immediately sold them for enough 
money to provide a very sumptuous Sabbath meal. 
When I came home and saw the house brightly lit and 
the table fit for a king, I was very disappointed, 
assuming that she had been unable to withstand the 
temptation of accepting charity. I made Kiddush and 
we washed for the challa, but after the fish I couldn't 
control myself any longer. Very gently I chided her for 
having accepted our neighbors' generosity, but before I 
could even finish she told me what had happened. 
Without even thinking I grabbed her arm and began 
to dance with her around the table. After the soup I 
was again overcome with joy, and we danced for a 
second time, and for a third time after dessert.” At 
that the Baal Shem Tov turned to his disciples and 
said, "I want you to know that the entire entourage of 
heavenly angels was dancing and rejoicing with Reb 
Shabsai and his wife. That is why I laughed aloud 
those three times." The Baal Shem Tov blessed them 
to have an offspring and this child grew up to be the 
holy Kozhnitzer Magid. 

 

 

    



h o m e @ C h a b a d C a r d o . o r g  Always on Guard 
The tzaddik Reb Nochum of Chernobyl lived in acute poverty. Once a 

chossid brought him a gift of 300 gold rubles, and the gabbai, who 

also oversaw the needs of the home, was glad that the heavy debts 

would finally be paid up. When this chossid left Reb Nochum's room, 

tens of other chassidim had their turn, until they stopped in order to 

daven Maariv. After Maariv the tzaddik closeted himself in his room 

for a while and then opened the door, asking to see a certain chossid 

who had been at yechidus earlier. After the chossid left, the tzaddik 

continued receiving chassidim late into the night.  

 

After all the chassidim had left, the gabbai entered the Rebbe's room 

to request some money, having already listed the amount he would 

pay each creditor. Reb Nochum opened the drawer in which he kept 

the money that had been given for his personal use, and the gabbai 

was stunned to see only a few silver and copper coins. There was no 

sign of the 300 rubles. The tzaddik told him to take all the coins, a 

total of 100 rubles, but the gabbai remained rooted to his place, 

downcast but unable to say anything. The tzaddik asked him why he 

looked so sad. After all, HaShem had sent them money. At this point, 

the gabbai was no longer able to contain himself and asked about the 

300 rubles.  

 

The Rebbe replied, "When I received the money I wondered why I 

had merited such a sum. So when one of the chassidim told me about 

his utter lack of funds for tuition, rent, and his daughter's wedding, it 

dawned on me that HaShem had given me the special zechus (merit) 

of supporting this Yid. In fact, the amount he needed totaled the exact 

amount that I had received. However, after I had decided to give the 

300 rubles to this chossid, another thought came to my mind: 'Why 

give so much money to one person, when it can be divided between 

six families?'  

 

"Faced with the dilemma of these two options, I closed myself in my 

room. After thinking it through, I came to the conclusion that the 

second idea, to divide the money among a number of families, did not 

come from the yetzer tov, for then it would have entered my mind 

immediately. Only after I had thought of the mitzva, did this thought 

come along to trick me." Reb Nochum concluded, "I fulfilled the 

advice of the yetzer tov and gave the chossid the entire 300 rubles."  

 

Upon relating this story, the Frierdiker Rebbe (the Previous Lubavitcher 

Rebbe) added: "From this we see how important is discernment, always 

knowing from where a thought is coming. And this discernment can be 

acquired only by working on oneself." (Sefer HaSichot, 5703, pg. 67)  

 

The Rebbe applied this concept: "If one is aroused to help another or to 

spread Yiddishkeit, he must evaluate: If he had been conversing idly, 

then this inspiration is coming from the yetzer tov. However, if this 

arousal came to mind specifically during his learning, then it is not 

coming from kedusha…Likewise, if during davening, one is suddenly 

inspired to distribute siddurim or to watch someone else daven, he 

should know that at that particular time this is an inappropriate activity." 

(Torat Menachem, 5736, pg. 305)  

 

Cleverly Countering 
Shlomo HaMelech writes that one should use clever strategies when 

waging war against the yetzer hara. Some record this as a mitzva 

midivrei kabbala, that is, an obligation derived from Nach (the Prophets 

and the Writings).  In this spirit, Chazal teach us to always use all kinds 

of sly tactics in order to attain a fear of HaShem. Dovid HaMelech said 

to HaShem, "Ribbono shel Olam! Every morning upon awakening, I 

would plan aloud, 'Today I will visit some place or someone's home,' 

and then I would direct my feet to the beis midrash, thereby tricking the 

yetzer hara and not allowing him to distract me."  

 

The tzaddik, Reb Naftali of Ropshitz, was known for his quick wit. One 

day his Rebbe, the Chozeh of Lublin, challenged him: "Isn't it written in 

the Torah that one should be simple and straightforward ('tamim') in his 

avodas HaShem?" The talmid replied, "To reach the level of temimus, 

one must first have wisdom, as our chachomim instructed – to be clever 

in yiras Shamayim."  

 

The Frierdiker Rebbe once said that a person should use the cleverness 

of Torah, and especially of Chassidus, to recognize and counter the 

slyness of the yetzer hara. (Dor Dea, ph. 237, Sefer HaSichot 5696, pg. 

223) 

   RECOGNIZING THE ENEMY 

Actively Awaiting Moshiach 

The Medrash writes that at the 

time of the churban, Yitzchok 

Avinu asked HaShem, "Will the 

Yidden perhaps never be zocheh 

to return?" HaShem answered: 

There will come a generation that 

will await the Geula, and they 

will immediately be redeemed. 

The Medrash adds that even if 

that is the only merit they have, 

for that alone they are worthy of 

being redeemed. In this spirit, the 

Chida explains the meaning of 

our daily request, “Speedily cause 

the offspring of Your servant 

David to flourish…for we hope 

for Your salvation all the 

day…” What kind of a reason is 

that?  The Chida answers: We 

are asking HaShem to send us 

Moshiach immediately, and as 

to the possible argument that we 

are undeserving, we say, 

"…because we hope for your 

salvation all day" – as a reward 

for actively awaiting Moshiach, 

we deserve to be redeemed.  

 תהלים, תתקצז איכה שמעוני ילקוט) 

(קיווי ערך קדמות מדבר, תשלו  

 

 

Towards the end of one of his personal fasts, the tzaddik, Reb 

Dovid of Lelov, was out on the road and felt an extreme thirst. 

Suddenly, noticing a spring of cool bubbling water, his thirst 

intensified to the point that he was about to break his fast and 

drink. He stood still for a moment to consider the matter and 

found strength within himself to overcome his burning thirst. 

Continuing on his way, he felt a great rush of joy, for he had 

succeeded in subjugating his yetzer hara! However, a moment 

later he said to himself, "This joy is not coming from the yetzer 

tov, but from the yetzer hara. He's trying to get me to be filled 

with pride!" To avoid falling into the trap, Reb Dovid returned 

to the spring and drank his fill.  (Sippurei Chasidim Zevin 

Torah, pg. 527) 

 

When some people tried to bring proof from the Torah that 

children should be taught worldly matters at a young age, the 

Rebbe disputed their claim, explained their isunderstanding, and 

added, "One should not be fazed when someone quotes a Torah 

source to prove something which is known to be wrong. It must 

be recognized that within this pious 'silk cloak' hides the yetzer 

hara." (Torat Menachem, vol. 27, pg. 103)  

 

(The above article and Moshiach Now reprinted from L’maan 

Yishme’u, www.lmaanyishmeu.com) 

 

 

One Step Translations 

  



Four days before his tragic passing, beloved 

Shliach Rabbi Aaron Leizer Ceitlin was 

discussing a plan to unite Lubavitchers 

worldwide. 

 

On the week of his tragic passing on 2 

Cheshvan 5776, there was an issue that has 

been on the mind of Rabbi Aaron Eliezer 

Ceitlin, the beloved Tzfas Shliach and 

Mashpia.  Despite his weak physique and 

constant pain, Rabbi Ceitlin met with one of 

the fellow Shluchim that were handpicked by 

the Rebbe to live in Israel and shared a plan 

that he wanted to implement. 

 

"The idea was to organize a few Melave 

Malkas in Tzfas, New York and perhaps 

other locations on Motzoei Shabbos Parsha 

Vayigash to mark the miracle that happened 

to him on the same week in 5740," says his 

son Rabbi Levi Yitzchok Ceitlin. 

 

The late Rabbi Ceitlin was in Crown Heights 

that year to organize a festive Melave Malka 

meal to benefit the Chabad institutions in the 

holy yet impoverished city of Tzfas. 

 

"The Rebbe directed him every step along 

the way," says his son. "We counted 12 

Rabbi Ceitlin had a Grand Plan 

different answers and references from the 

Rebbe that were given to this event at the 

time - a rare involvement from the Rebbe."   

 

At one point, the Rebbe gave his 

participation for the event - 50 single dollar 

bills and a bottle of Mashke using the cryptic 

wording "nun bills, a jug of liquor ( נו"ן שטרות

 and may it all be with much (קנקן יי"ש

success."  Rabbi Ceitlin later understood the 

Rebbe's blessing when he was held up at 

gunpoint and was left miraculously 

unharmed. He came to understand the 

repeated use of the letter Nun to symbolize 

Nes - a miracle. 

 

On the Monday before his passing he told 

his son about an instruction from the Rebbe 

from that Melave Malka that a future event 

should be organized by him in Tzfas, while 

similar events in the Diaspora should be 

organized by "family and friends."  Now, his 

family is asking Lubavitchers around the 

world to honor Rabbi Ceitlin's final request 

and organize Hakhel Melave Malka 

gatherings on Motzoei Shabbos Parshas 

Vayigash, 7 Teves 5776. 

 

"There will be large events but we are also 

encouraging people to organize smaller ones 

in their homes," says Rabbi Levi Ceitlin. 

"You can invite family members, friends, 

neighboors and collegues from work to 

strengthen together in Torah and Mitzvos." 

 

To join in the global effort, please email: 

aceitlinz@gmail.com.  (reprinted from 

Collive) 

 

 

 

 
Janet Levi of Beersheva came up with 

some great ideas for Shepherd’s Pie 

(also known as Cottage Pie).  Layer on 

top of the meat a layer of red peppers 

and, afterwards, peas and carrots.  If you 

like, you can also add mushrooms.  

Then, layer the "dalorit" (squash) or 

mashed potatoes.      

Alizah Hochstead, 

alizahh@hotmail.com 

 
 
 

   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

“Ask Dr. Yosef” 

Question:  My child is in 7th grade, does well 

in school and is generally well behaved – baruch 

Hashem.  However, my wife and I and his 

teachers feel he could apply himself more to his 

learning and avodas Hashem.  The teachers say 

that the friends he chooses are not the best 

influence and we should encourage him to be 

friends with the kids who do better in school.  

They say this will help the situation.  And, my 

wife and I agree with the teachers.  I have 

discussed this with my son, he understands and 

is open to making new relationships - but he 

also likes his friends.  He wants to keep the 

same friends.  It is a pretty delicate subject.  

What do you think should be done? 

 Dr. Yosef replies:  It sounds like you have 

a very special son.  He does well in school and 

is generally well behaved.  You are able to talk 

to him and he is open to making new 

relationships.  He is also loyal to his present 

friends.  He sounds very chassidish; he wants to 

help his friends and I think you, your wife and 

the teachers need to see how special he is.  If he 

makes relationships only with the top students, 

what happens to those who are “not so top”.  

Shouldn’t there be some outreach work to 

enable them to connect more with Torah and 

mitzvos.  The chassidic view has always been 

that we are all sent into this world as shluchim – 

emissaries of Hashem – and we have a mission 

to carry out.  Simply put, the mission is to study 

Torah, do mitzvos, and reach out to our brothers 

and sisters who have not yet learned about 

Torah and mitzvos – to love them and help bring 

them closer to Yiddishkeit.  And just like 

coming into this world entails certain risks, 

which may lead one in the wrong path, so too, is 

there a risk in doing “outreach work”.  Here is 

where we need the support of parents and 

teachers to strengthen us and enable us to reach 

out in a positive way.  From what you wrote in 

your letter, your son sounds an ideal person to 

carry out our shlichus here in this world.  

Perhaps the parents and teachers could organize 

some programs to reach out to some of his 

friends to get them more involved in learning 

and give them a more positive view of 

Yiddishkeit.  Much Hatzlacha to you and your 

family.    Dr. Yosef Halbfinger, Personal, Marriage 

(Sholom Bayis) & Family Issues–English, Hebrew, 
Yiddish– Halachic Advisor:  HaRav Chaim Sholom 
Deitsch, shlita. (02) 571-4532; (0526)-967706  
 

 
 

 

 
 

Halacha Corner –   Yiddishe Names: Is there any halachic objection to using a non-Jewish name?  There are several classic 

poskim who categorically forbid a Yid to use a goyishe name, as part of the general prohibition to imitate goyishe customs and culture. Indeed, 

one of the three practices that kept the Yidden distinct from the Mitzriyim and served as a merit for them to be redeemed from Mitzrayim, is 

that they did not change their names.  However, Rav Moshe Feinstein brings many examples of great tzadikim and rabbonim who had non-

Jewish names. He therefore says that the need to have a Yiddishe name to be distinct from the goyim was only necessary prior to the giving of 

the Torah. However, once the Torah was given, Yidden are distinct by virtue of the very fact that they adhere to the ways of the Torah, and 

hence there is no prohibition to use non-Jewish names.  Some reject Rav Moshe’s proof and explain that once a name has become entrenched 

and accepted among Yidden and many Yidden use that name, using that name cannot be considered imitating the goyim. However, this would 

not permit the use of distinct non-Jewish names.  However, we do find early poskim allowed the marranos who escaped from Portugal to use 

their goyishe names when writing to their acquaintances in Portugal or for business purposes. Some suggest that those poskim understood that 

the Yidden’s merit in Mitzrayim was the fact they didn’t change all three things - their dress, language and names, but changing merely one of 

those three would not be a problem.  Moreover, perhaps the poskim who forbid goyishe names were referring to people who changed their 

names to separate themselves from their Jewish brethren, and assimilate into the society around them, like the maskilim in days gone by. But 

perhaps they would not forbid a person who is proudly medakdek bemitzvos to use a non-Jewish name merely because it is more familiar to 

his non-Jewish business associates.  All of the above is from a purely halachic perspective. However, as is well known, according to Kabbalah 

a person’s name serves as a conduit for his chayus, and therefore it is important to use one’s Yiddishe name. Indeed, the Rebbe addressed this 

issue, encouraging the use of Yiddishe names.  (by Rabbi Chaim Chazan, reprinted from Lma’an Yishme’u, www.lmaanyishmeu.com) 

 
 

 


